We calculate and identify the counterparts of zero-norm states in the old covariant first quantized (OCFQ) spectrum of open bosonic string in two other quantization schemes of string theory, namely, the light-cone Del Giudice -Di Vecchia -Fubine zero-norm states and the off-shell Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) zero-norm states (with ghost) in the Witten string field theory (WSFT). In particular, special attention is paid to the interparticle zero-norm states in all quantization schemes. For the case of the offshell BRST zero-norm states, we impose the no-ghost conditions and recover exactly two types of on-shell zero-norm states in the OCFQ string spectrum for the first few low-lying mass levels. We then show that off-shell gauge transformations of WSFT are identical to the on-shell stringy gauge symmetries generated by two types of zero-norm states in the generalized massive -model approach of string theory. The highenergy limit of these stringy gauge symmetries was recently used to calculate the proportionality constants, conjectured by Gross, among high-energy scattering amplitudes of different string states. Based on these zero-norm state calculations, we have thus related gauge symmetry of WSFT to the highenergy stringy symmetry of Gross.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently it was discovered that [1, 2] the high-energy limit 0 ! 1 of stringy Ward identities, derived from the decoupling of two types of zero-norm states in the old covariant first quantized (OCFQ) spectrum, implies an infinite number of linear relations among high-energy scattering amplitudes of different string states with the same momenta. Moreover, these linear relations can be used to fix the proportionality constants between highenergy scattering amplitudes of different string states algebraically at each fixed mass level. Thus there is only one independent component of high-energy scattering amplitude at each fixed mass level. For the case of string-tree amplitudes, a general formula can even be given to express all high-energy stringy scattering amplitudes for arbitrary mass levels in terms of those of tachyons [1, 3] . These zeronorm state calculations are independent of the high-energy saddle-point calculations of Gross and Mende [4] , Gross [5] and Gross and Manes [6] . In fact, the results of saddlepoint calculations by those authors were found [1] [2] [3] to be inconsistent with high-energy stringy Ward identities of zero-norm state calculations and thus could threat the validity of unitarity of string perturbation theory. A corrected saddle-point calculation was given in [3] , where the missing terms of the calculations in Refs. [4] [5] [6] were identified to recover the stringy Ward identities.
The importance of zero-norm states and their implication on stringy symmetries were first pointed out in the context of the massive -model approach of string theory [7] . Some implications of the corresponding stringy Ward identities on the scattering amplitudes were discussed in [8] . On the other hand, zero-norm states were also shown [9] to carry the spacetime ! 1 symmetry [10] charges of 2D string theory [11] . This is in parallel with the work of [12] where the ground ring structure of ghost number zero operators was identified in the Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) quantization. All the above interesting results of 26D and 2D string theories strongly suggest that a clearer understanding of zero-norm states holds promise to uncover the fundamental symmetry of string theory. Recently, a simplified method to generate zero-norm states in 26D OCFQ bosonic string was proposed [13] . Based on a simplified prescription to calculate positive-norm propagating states given in [14] , general formulas of some zeronorm tensor states at arbitrary mass levels were calculated. Unfortunately, general formulas for the complete set of zero-norm states are still lacking mostly due to the high dimensionality of spacetime D 26. However, in the 2D OCFQ string theory, a general formula of zero-norm states with discrete Polyakov's momenta at arbitrary mass levels was given in terms of Schur polynomials [9] . On the other hand, for the case of 26D string, the background ghost transformations in the gauge transformations of Witten string field theory (WSFT) [15] were shown [16] to correspond, in a one-to-one manner, to the lifting of on-shell conditions of zero-norm states in the OCFQ approach.
In this paper, we shall calculate and identify the counterparts of zero-norm states in two other quantization schemes of 26D open bosonic string theory, namely, the light-cone Del Giudice -Di Vecchia -Fubine (DDF) [17] zero-norm states and the off-shell BRST zero-norm states (with ghost) in WSFT. In particular, special attention is paid to the interparticle zero-norm states in all quantization schemes. For the case of off-shell BRST zero-norm states, we impose the no-ghost conditions and recover exactly two types of on-shell zero-norm states in the OCFQ string spectrum for the first few low-lying mass levels. We then show that off-shell gauge transformations of WSFT are identical to the on-shell stringy gauge symmetries generated by two types of zero-norm states in the OCFQ string theory. Our calculations in this paper serve as the first step to study stringy symmetries in light-cone DDF and BRST string theories and to bridge the links between different quantization schemes for both on-shell and off-shell string theories. In Sec. II, we first review the calculations of zeronorm states in the OCFQ spectrum. The most general spectrum analysis in the helicity basis, including zeronorm states, was then given to discuss the interparticle D 2 zero-norm state [7, 8] at mass level m 2 4. We will see that one can use polarization of either one of the two positive-norm states to represent the polarization of the interparticle zero-norm state. This justifies how one can have the interparticle symmetry transformation for the two massive modes in the weak field massive -model calculation derived previously [7] . In Sec. III, we calculate both type I and type II zero-norm states in the light-cone DDF string up to mass level m 2 4. In Sec. IV, we first calculate off-shell zero-norm states with ghosts from linearized gauge transformation of WSFT. After imposing the noghost conditions on these zero-norm states, we can reproduce exactly two types of zero-norm states in OCFQ spectrum for the first few low-lying mass levels. We then show that off-shell gauge transformations of WSFT are identical to the on-shell stringy gauge symmetries generated by two types of zero-norm states in the generalized massive -model approach [7] of string theory. The highenergy limit of these stringy gauge symmetries was recently used to calculate the proportionality constants among high-energy scattering amplitudes of different string states conjectured by Gross [5] . Based on the zeronorm state calculations [1] [2] [3] , we have thus related gauge symmetry of WSFT [15] to the high-energy stringy symmetry conjectured by Gross [4 -6] . Finally, a brief conclusion is given in Sec. V.
II. ZERO-NORM STATES IN THE OCFQ SPECTRUM
In the OCFQ spectrum of open bosonic string theory, the solutions of physical state conditions include positivenorm propagating states and two types of zero-norm states. The latter are [18] type I: L ÿ1 jxi; where 
In the generalized massive -model approach of string theory, it can be shown that each zero-norm state in the OCFQ spectrum generates a massive symmetry transformation for the propagating string modes. In particular, the interparticle symmetry transformation corresponding to the D 2 interparticle zero-norm state in Eq. (2.10) can be calculated to be [7] 
where @ 0, @ 2 ÿ 4 0 are the on-shell conditions of the D 2 vector zero-norm state. C and C in Eq. (2.12) are the background fields of the symmetric spinthree and antisymmetric spin-two states, respectively, at mass level m 2 4. Equation (2.12) is the result of the first order weak field approximation but, in contrast to the highenergy 0 ! 1 result of [1] [2] [3] , valid to all energy 0 in the generalized -model approach. It is important to note that the decoupling of the D 2 vector zero-norm state implies simultaneous change of both C and C , thus they form a gauge multiplet. In general, an interparticle zeronorm state can be defined to be D 2 D 1 , where is an arbitrary constant.
B. Zero-norm states in the helicity basis
In this section, we are going to do the most general spectrum analysis which naturally includes zero-norm states. We will then solve the Virasoro constraints in the helicity basis and recover the zero-norm states listed above [7, 13] . In particular, this analysis will make it clear how the D 2 zero-norm state in Eq. (2.10) can induce the interparticle symmetry transformation for two propagating states at the mass level m 2 
4.
We begin our discussion for the mass level m 2 2. At this mass level, the general expression for the physical states can be written as In the OCFQ of string theory, physical states satisfy the mass shell condition 
where the oscillator creation operators P ÿ1 , L ÿ1 , (1), (traceless) tensor (299), and vector (24) positive-norm states, respectively. These positive-norm states are in a one-to-one correspondence with the degrees of freedom in the light-cone quantization scheme.
We now turn to the analysis of the m 2 4 spectrum. Because of the complexity of our calculations, we shall present the calculations in three steps. We shall first write down all of the physical states (including both positivenorm and zero-norm states) in the simplest gauge choices in the helicity basis. We then calculate the spin-three state decomposition in the most general gauge choice. Finally, the complete analysis will be given to see how the D 2 zeronorm state in Eq. (2.10) can induce the interparticle symmetry transformation for two propagating states at the mass level m 2 4.
Physical states in the simplest gauge choices
To begin with, let us first analyze the positive-norm states. There are two particles at the mass level m 2 4, a totally symmetric spin-three particle and an antisymmetric spin-two particle. The canonical representation of the spin-three state is usually chosen as The Virasoro conditions on the polarization tensor can be solved as follows:
(2.37)
If we choose to keep the minimal number of L components in the expansion coefficientsũ ABC for the spin-three particle, we get the following canonical decomposition:
It is easy to check that the 2900 independent degrees of freedom of the spin-three particle decompose into 24 552 2024 24 276 in the above representation. Similarly, for the antisymmetric spin-two particle, we have the following canonical representation: and solving the Virasoro constraints
we obtain the following decomposition for the spin-two state:
Finally, one can check that the 300 independent degrees of freedom of the spin-two particle decompose into 24 276 in the above expression.
For the zero-norm states at m 2 4, we have the following decompositions:
(1) Spin-two tensor 
The 324 degrees of freedom of on-shell decompose into 24 276 24 in Eq. (2.43). (2) Spin-one vector (with polarization vector k 0,
Spin-three state in the most general gauge choice
In this section, we study the most general gauge choice associated with the totally symmetric spin-three state
where Virasoro constraints imply 
(2.64)
For the spin-two zero-norm state jCi in Eq. (2.43), the replacement is given by
It is important to note that for the spin-three gauge multiplet, only spin-two, singlet, and D 1 vector zeronorm states appear in the decomposition Eq. (2.63). In the next section, we will see how one can include the missing D 2 zero-norm state in the analysis.
Complete spectrum analysis and the D 2 zero-norm state
After all these preparations, we are ready for a complete analysis of the most general decomposition of physical states at m The Virasoro constraints are
The solutions to Eqs. (2.68) and (2.69) are given by
In contrast to the previous discussion Eqs. (2.54) and (2.55), where both and are completely fixed by the leading spin-three polarization tensor , we now have a new contribution from k . It will become clear that this extra term includes the interparticle zero-norm state D 2 , Equations (2.49) and (2.50). Furthermore, it should be clear that the antisymmetric spin-two positive-norm physical states are defined by requiring 0 and k 0. In the following, for the sake of clarity, we shall focus on the effects of the new contribution induced by the only. 
In contrast to Eq. (2.59), the solutions to the above equations become
where
(2.77)
where U [7, 13] . Note that, in contrast to the high-energy symmetry of Gross [5] , this symmetry is valid to all orders in 0 .
III. LIGHT-CONE DDF ZERO-NORM STATES
In the usual light-cone quantization of bosonic string theory, one solves the Virasoro constraints to get rid of two string coordinates X . Only 24 string coordinates i n , i 1; . . . ; 24, remain, and there are no zero-norm states in the spectrum. However, there exists another related quantization scheme, the DDF quantization, which does include the zero-norm states in the spectrum. In the light-cone DDF quantization of open bosonic string [17] 
where j0; p 0 i is the tachyon ground state and N P m r1 ri r is the level of the state. Historically, DDF operators were used to prove no-ghost (negative-norm states) theorem for D 26 string theory. Here we are going to use them to analyze zero-norm states. It turns out that zero-norm states can be generated bỹ
where A ÿ n is given by
It can be shown thatÃ (3.14)
For c 0 in Eq. (3.13), one has two pure type I light-cone vector zero-norm states. For e f 0 in Eq. (3.14), one has two pure type I scalar zero-norm states. One of the two type I light-cone vectors, when combining with the spintwo state in I, gives the type I spin-two tensor which corresponds to Eq. (2.7) in the OCFQ approach. The other type I light-cone vector, when combining with one of the two type I scalars, gives the type I vector zero-norm state which corresponds to Eq. (2.8) in the OCFQ approach. The other type I scalar corresponds to Eq. (2.9). Finally, for c Þ 0 and e f Þ 0, one obtains the type II vector zero-norm state for D 26, which corresponds to Eq. (2.6) in the OCFQ approach. It is easy to see that a special linear combination of b and c will give the interparticle vector zero-norm state which corresponds to the interparticle D 2 zero-norm state in Eq. (2.10). This completes the analysis of zero-norm states for m 2 4. Note that the exact mapping of zero-norm states in the light-cone DDF formalism and the OCFQ approach depends on the exact relation between operators Ã ÿ n ; A i n ; L n and n , which has not been worked out in the literature.
IV. BRST ZERO-NORM STATES IN WSFT
Cubic string field theory is defined on a disk with the action
where Q B is the BRST charge
and is the string field with ghost number 1 and b, c are conformal ghosts. Since the ghost number of vacuum on a disk is ÿ3, the total ghost number of this action is 0 as expected. The string field can be expanded as where the string ground state ji is ji c 1 j0i:
The gauge transformation for the string field can be written as
where is the string field with ghost number 0. For the purpose of discussion in this paper, we are going to consider the linearized gauge transformation
where Q B is just the off-shell zero-norm states. In the following, we will explicitly show that the components of Eq. (4.5) are in one-to-one correspondence to the zeronorm states obtained in the OCFQ approach in Sec. II level by level for the first few mass levels. There is no zero-norm state in the lowest string mass level with m 2 ÿ2, so our analysis will start with the mass level of m 2 0. The gauge transformation is then The off-shell zero-norm states are calculated to be
(4.14)
The nilpotency condition requires Equations (4.67), (4.68), (4.69), and (4.70) are exactly the same as those calculated by the generalized massive -model approach of string theory [7] . We thus have shown in this section that off-shell gauge transformations of WSFT are identical to the on-shell stringy gauge symmetries generated by two types of zero-norm states in the OCFQ string theory. The high-energy limit of these stringy gauge symmetries generated by zero-norm states was recently used to calculate the proportionality constants among high-energy scattering amplitudes of different string states conjectured by Gross [5] . Based on the zero-norm state calculations in [1] [2] [3] and the calculations in this section, we thus have related gauge symmetry of WSFT [15] to the high-energy stringy symmetry conjectured by Gross [4] [5] [6] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have calculated zero-norm states in the OCFQ string theory, the light-cone DDF string theory, and the off-shell BRST string theory. In the OCFQ string theory, we have solved the Virasoro constraints for all physical states (including zero-norm states) in the helicity basis. Much attention is paid to discuss the interparticle zero-norm state at the mass level m 2 4. We found that one can use polarization of either one of the two positivenorm states to represent the polarization of the interparticle zero-norm state. This justifies how one can have the interparticle symmetry transformation for the two massive modes in the weak field massive -model calculation derived previously [7] . This interparticle symmetry transformation, in contrast to the high-energy symmetry of Gross [5] , is valid to all energy.
In the light-cone DDF string theory, one can easily write down the general formula for all zero-norm states in the spectrum. We have identified type I and type II zero-norm states up to the mass level m 2 4: The analysis can be easily generalized to any higher mass level as well.
Finally, we have calculated off-shell zero-norm states in the WSFT. After imposing the no-ghost conditions, we can recover two types of on-shell zero-norm states in the OCFQ string theory. We then show that off-shell gauge transformations of WSFT are identical to the on-shell stringy gauge symmetries generated by two types of zero-norm states in the generalized massive -model approach of string theory. Based on these zero-norm state calculations, we have thus related gauge symmetry of WSFT [15] to the high-energy stringy symmetry of Gross [5] .
